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Abstract-The propagation of an acceleration wave through a Maxwellian nonconduc- 
tor is modelled, and a relationship between entropic amplitude and the amplitude of 
the wave is derived; for the general model introduced, it is found that these two am- 
plitudes are not proportional, as they would be in a simple material with fading memory, 
and that proportionality holds if and only if a simple explicit relationship connects two 
of the constitutive coeffkients at the wave front. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [ 11 a foundation for a thermodynamical theory of simple materials with fading memory 
was laid which was then used, in [2], to study the effects of thermodynamic influences 
on the growth behavior of acceleration waves propagating both in (simple) definite con- 
ductors of heat and in nonconductors. This initial work was followed by the papers[3, 41, 
in which attempts were made to clarify the basic structure of the original theory. 
Recently Nunziato and Drumheller[S] have studied the thermodynamical restrictions 
on the constitutive relations defining a class of Maxwellian materials. The purpose of this 
note is to derive a relation between entropic amplitude, as defined in [2], and the amplitude 
of an acceleration wave propagating in Maxwellian nonconductor. We find that, in a 
general Maxwellian nonconductor, the two amplitudes are not proportional, and pro- 
portionality holds if and only $ a simple explicit relationship connects two of the con- 
stitutive coefficients at the wave front. 
1. Some preliminaries 
Let Ch denote a closed interval of the real line; a motion of the body is described by a 
function x = 2(X, t) which gives the location x at time t of the material point which has 
the position X in the reference configuration; the density in PiI is denoted by pa. The stress 
T, the absolute temperature 8, the specific internal energy per unit mass E, the specific 
entropy q, the heat flux q, the specific extrinsic body force b and the specific extrinsic 
heat supply r are all to be regarded as functions of X and t; we assume that pa is constant 
over B. 
When they exist, the derivatives x(X, t) = &x(X, t), i(X, t) = a&(X, t) and F(X, t) 
= d,x(X, t) are called, respectively, the velocity, acceleration and deformation gradient. 
The laws of balance of momentum and balance of energy take the forms 
d 
I 
X, 
dt x kkRn= 
P I x; ha u + TV,, t) - T(X,, t), 
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g 6” 6 + l ) pa dx = JxT (ib + r)pp/t dx + T(Xp, t)i(X,, t) 
- TW,, t>i_(xa, t) - qwp, t> + dxx, t>. (lb) 
An admissible thermodynamic process is a specification of the fields x, 9, T, q, E, q, b 
and r, as functions of X and t, in such a way as to be compatible with the balance laws 
(la) and (lb) and whatever constitutive relations are prescribed for the material. In the 
present work those constitutive assumptions take the following forms: Let .Z be an open 
subset of (0, co), and let % be the set of all functions from .Z x J x 3 x (- ~0, to) into 
the real numbers. Then we have as follows: 
Definition. A material body is said to be a Maxwellian nonconductor of class 1 if q 
= 0 and if there exists a nonempty class .JU, consisting of pairs (x, n), where x is a C’ 
motion on 3 x (-co, to), and q is a continuous entropy density function on % x (-co, 
to) such that the following holds: (i) T, i, and 6 exist whenever k and i do, and (ii) 
corresponding to each 5 = (x, -q) E Ju there exist nine C’ functions At, BE, . . . , Z5 in 
%, such that 
T(X, t) = AE(F; q; X; t>i; + II@; q; X; t)i + CS(F; q; X; t), 
&(X, t) = DS(F; q; X; t)P + E&F; 11; X; t)i + F&F; -Q; X; t), 
6(X, r) = G&F; q, X; t)i; + Z&(F; q; X; t)i + I@; q; X; t). 
(W 
(2b) 
(2c) 
We take as our expression for the second law of thermodynamics, the Clausius-Duhem 
inequality, 
4(X,, t) 4(X@? t) 
;P"Rdx+p-p 
ewCx, 1) ewI3, t) 
(3) 
which must hold at all times r and for every pair of points X,, X, in 9. 
2. Acceleration waves 
The material representation of a wave is a smooth one-parameter family of points Y(t) 
E 9, --m < t < to, where Y(t) gives the material point (labeled by its position in 9) at 
which the wave is to be found at time t. The material trajectory C of the wave is given 
by 
I: = {(X, t) 1 x = Y(t), r E c--m, to>), (4) 
and we call the wave an acceleration wave if the fields x(X, t) and -q(X, t) have the following 
properties: x, ,, F and n are continuous functions of X and t jointly for all X and t, while 
8, F, dxF, -il, dxq and also x, E, dxF, dxk, -ij and ax-r) have (at most) jumped discontinuities 
across 2, but are continuous in X and t jointly everywhere else. If f(X, t) as a function 
of X has only a jump discontinuity at X = Y(t), then the jump in _f(X, t) across C. at time 
t is defined by 
VI = lim RX, t) - x l@,+ m, t) = f(Y(V, t) - f(Y(O’, 0. (5) 
x--t Y(f) - 
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Whenever the intrinsic velocity, U, = dldt Y(r), of the wave is positive, f- = f( Y(t)-, t) 
and f’ = f( Y(t) + , t) represent the limiting values of f(X, t) immediately behind and 
just in front of the wave. By a well-known theorem of Maxwell, we have the following 
compatibility conditions 
[a] = - U,[i;] = u:[a,F], (6) 
[il = - Ur[&Yql. (7) 
We assume that the. extrinsic body force and the heat supply are assigned in such a way 
that b(X, t), r(X, t), b(X, t), and ?&r(X, t) are continuous functions ofXand t. For processes 
involving acceleration waves, the laws of balance of momentum and energy (la) and (lb) 
are together equivalent to the assertion that for X # Y(t) 
and 
axT + pab = p&! @a) 
pai = Tp + par, (8b) 
while for X = Y(t) 
and 
bal = pdd 
paIll = F+‘l, 
(94 
C’b) 
where we have set 9 = 0 in accordance with our assumption that the material is a 
nonconductor. 
3. Thermodynamical restrictions on Maxwellian nonconductors 
Definition. Let X be a point in 9I, and 6 = (X, -$ any process in At_ Denote by O5 
and Ts, respectively, the temperature and stress fields, at any time t, at the particle X in 
the process 5. The constitutive equations of a Maxwellian nonconductor are said to be 
compatible with thermodynamics if the Clausius-Duhem inequality, in the local form 
-p(& - 13,;l) + F-‘T$‘zz 0 (10) 
is satisfied, whenever b and 6 exist and are continuous. 
Now let A and B be any two real numbers, and let i E (-co, to). If 5 = (x, v)) is a 
process in A, we define a new process 5; = (x;, -rti) by 
(11) 
(12) 
where k > 0. We call 5; an (A, B, i) continuation of 5 and make the following additional 
hypotheses for the class of process At: 
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Hypothesis 1. Let 5 = (x, q) be a process in A. Then for any triple (A, B, i), where 
4 and B are real numbers and t E (- ~0, to), there exists a k > 0, such that C;, the (A, B, 
t) continuation of 5, is also in At. 
Hypothesis 2. If OE; and Ts; denote, respectively, the stress and temperature fields, 
at any time t E [i, i + kl, at the particle X in the process [;, then 
lim (TE;(X, t)) = Ts(X, i) 
r-i 
and lim (O&X, t)) = Q(X, t^>. 
t-i 
(13) 
Hypothesis 3. If JE; denotes either D,;, E,; or FE;, then when t E [i, t” + k], 
lim Js;(F;(X, t); q;(X, t); X; t) = JC(F(X, i); q(X; t”); X; i). 
t-i 
(14) 
Now, as E; E A, the constitutive equations (2) will be compatible with thermodynamics 
only if l 
- p&; + ~0~; + F, ‘Ts;F; 2 0 (15) 
is satisfied at all points (X, t) where X # Y(t). In particular, at each t E [f, t^ + k] we 
must have 
(FF %;(x, t) - pQ;)A + p(E$;(X, t) - Es;)B - pFs; 2 0. (16) 
In (16) the arguments of Ds;, Es; and <*:5; are FAX, t), q;(X, t), X and t. Since (16) is valid 
for each t E [t, t + k], if we let t + t, then 
[F-‘(X, t&(X, I) - pD,(F(X, i); q(X, i); X; t)]A + p[B&X, I) 
- Es(F(X, i); q(X, tl), X; ;)]B - pFs(F(X; I); 3(X, i,; X; r) 2 0. (17) 
However, as A and B were taken to be any arbitrary real numbers, and t^is any time in 
the interval (-03, to), it follows from (17) that in any process 6 E A 
TsW, t) = p&f, tVW’(X, t); qW; t); X; 0, 
f&(X, t) = EQ’(X; t>; q(X; t>; X; 0, 
-pFs(F(X; t); q(X, t); X; t) 2 0 for (X, t) E CR x (-co, td. 
(184 
(18b) 
(18~) 
4. Nonproportionality of wave and entropic amplitudes 
We begin by exhibiting the well-known fact that acceleration waves must be homen- 
tropic, i.e. must satisfy [+I = [axq] = 0. In fact, for each 5 E M, T&X, t) is a continuous 
function of X for all X E 3; so, by (9), 
pd~l = nut), t)[Pl. (19) 
However, if we take the jump of (2b), we find that 
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where (W = ~@I y(t), 0; rl(Y(O, 0; Y(t); t> and (E& = E#‘( Y(f), 0; q (Y(t), t); Y(t); 
t). By (18a) it is clear that TS(Y(t), f)/p a = &(F(Y(t), 0; q(Y(t), 0; Y(t); t) as ~3 = 
p( Y(t))F( Y(t), t). Combining (19) with (20) [and making use of (lSb)] yields 
0&Y(t), O[il = 0 (21) 
If we assume that OE > 0 in every process 6 E 4, then (21) clearly implies that [+I = 0, 
and the stated result follows from the kinematical condition of compatibility [i-l] = 
- U,[&q]. We may now easily establish the-usual formula for the intrinsic velocity U, 
of the wave; taking the jump of (2a) yields [T] = (A&F] where (A& = A,(F( Y(t), t); 
q( Y(t), t); Y(t); t). However, as Ts is continuous, Maxwell’s theorem tells us that [T] = 
- U,[dxT], and if we combine this result with (9a) and (6), we easily find 
rn = -U,pTs.fl = pdmq, (22) 
from which it follows that the instrinsic velocity U, of an acceleration wave is given by 
U? = (A&lpa. (23) 
Our goal is to relate the entropic amplitude [i](t) to the amplitude a(t) of the wave. To 
this end we now differentiate (Sb) through with respect to X and find that 
. . 
pa+& = T&F + FaxTg + P%dxr = T$xF + p&i - p&b + paaxr (24) 
where use has been made of @a); we remark that all the terms on the right-hand side of 
(24) exist and are continuous, at all points away from the wave, by virtue of (18a), our 
smoothness assumptions on DE and r, and the conditions which define an acceleration 
wave. Taking the jump of (24) yields 
[ax;3 = ; T&Y(t), t)[axFl + [.@I - b( Y(t))[P]. (25) 
On the other hand, if we differentiate our constitutive equation (2b) for 6 through with 
respect to X, we obtain 
axi = DsaxF + E.&+ + &bD,)axF + (a,D6)axq + axDSl 
+ $(aFEdaxF + (a,Eg)ax~ + axDsl + (aFFS)axF + (a,Fs)axq + a,F,. (26) 
Once again, all the quantities appearing on the right-hand side of this equation exist and 
are continuous at all points away from the wave, and so taking the jump of (26) yields 
laxk] = (D,)0#] + (ES),laXil] + (aFD,)~]~]]axF] + ](+D,)0,F)+ 
+ (&,&)’ + (axDF,),]10 + [(a&)$” + (aFE&ti+ + (aFF,),]]axFi (27) 
where, as before, the t subscripts indicate that the quantities in the parentheses are to be 
evaluated at the wave. Now set 
35 = @dMaxF)+ + (a,D,),(a,$+ + (axD&, 
6, = (a,D,)ti; + + (ai=E&i + + (aFF&. 
(28) 
(2% 
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Since l/p Tc( Y(t), t) = (DE;), and (E& = O&Y(t), t) a comparison of (25) with (27) yields 
the result 
WY(t), t)[axtil(t) = PI+ - (a&),[i;l[axFl - Yr + b(Y(t))[i;] - s,[a,F]. (30) 
Since, 
[m(t) = a(t) + (i)‘[P] + a(t)[i;] 
= a(t)[P’ - (~)‘lU,] - (llu,)az(t) 
if we make use of (6), we may rewrite (30) in the form 
&(Y(O, t)[axil(f) = [(w,)tm - llutla2(t) + fIta( 
(31) 
(32) 
where we have set 
HI dzfp+ - (i)+lU, + ytlt.Jt + b(Y(t))IU, - S,lU:. (33) 
Finally, (32) leads us to the following. 
Lemma. The entropic amplitude of an acceleration wave which is propagating in a 
Maxwellian nonconductor of class 1 is related to the amplitude u(t) of the wave by 
(34) 
As (34) shows, in a general Maxwellian nonconductor of class 1, the entropic amplitude 
is not proportional to the amplitude of the wave. In order for the two amplitudes to be 
proportional, it is necessary and sufficient that 
(+D,)t = U: = (A&h. (35) 
Now ?cCX, t) = {~F(I!I&)}~(X, t) + {pF(&,D&};I(X, I) + pF&D< at each (X, t), where 
X Z Y(t) [by (18)]; it is thus clear that a representation of the form 
i-S = (p,a,D,)i; + (pd,D<)rl + p&r& (36) 
exists at all X # Y(t), but this representation is, in general, distinct from the one given 
by the constitutive assumption (2a); a conclusion such as (35) is therefore not possible in 
the general case. However, in a simple nonconductor with fading memory, which is suf- 
ficiently smooth enough to admit a representation as a Maxwellian nonconductor of class 
1, the condition expressed by (35) is fulfilled, e.g.[6]. 
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